This paper proposes a combined task and motion planner for a dual-arm robot to use a suction cup tool. The planner consists of three sub-planners -A suction pose subplanner and two regrasp and motion sub-planners. The suction pose sub-planner finds all the available poses for a suction cup tool to suck on the object, using the models of the tool and the object. The regrasp and motion sub-planner builds the regrasp graph that represents all possible grasp sequences to reorient and move the suction cup tool from an initial pose to a goal pose. Two regrasp graphs are used to plan for a single suction cup and the complex of the suction cup and an object respectively. The output of the proposed planner is a sequence of robot motion that uses a suction cup tool to manipulate objects following human instructions. The planner is examined and analyzed by both simulation experiments and real-world executions using several real-world tasks. The results show that the planner is efficient, robust, and can generate sequential transit and transfer robot motion to finish complicated combined task and motion planning tasks in a few seconds.
I. Introduction
Robots are widely used to pick up and move various types of objects in manufacturing. When objects are too large or too thin for a general two-finger robotic gripper to catch and move, like Fig.1(a) . A common solution is to develop specialized grippers [1] - [3] . However, there are some drawbacks like the high cost in developing a special gripper, the need of special equipment like tool changers to switch between the different robotic grippers, the annoying grasping design for each gripper, etc. These drawbacks could be solved by developing an intelligent robot that could use tools like humans. For example, Hu et al. [4] designed lowcost tools for the robot with two-finger parallel grippers to pick different types of objects. Each tool is inexpensive and the tools can be switched by pick and place. The tools reduce the cost and extend the flexibility of a traditional robot. Hu et al.'s paper focused on the mechanical design and stability analysis of a gripping tool and developed a robotic system that can use various variations of the gripping tool to perform difficult tasks. This work extends Hu et al.'s study. Instead of focusing on design and stability, this work discusses the motion planning algorithms to use the tools, with a special focus on the suction cup tool.
Using a suction cup tool involves two steps: The first step is to reorient a single suction cup tool from its initial pose to the object to be picked. The second step is to pick up the object, reorient the complex of the suction cup tool, and move it to the goal. Thus, planning the motion to use a 1 Graduate School of Engineering Science, Osaka University, Japan. 2 National Inst. of AIST, Japan. *Correspondent author: Weiwei Wan, wan@sys.es.osaka-u.ac.jp Fig. 1: (a) A general two-finger robot hand that does not have enough stroke to grasp objects that are too large or too thin. (b.1-2) Using a suction cup tool to pick up and move an object that is larger than the stroke of the robotic gripper. suction cup tool needs two independent manipulations. By using the (i) the pose of the tool, (ii) the pose of the object to be moved, (iii) the goal pose of the object, and (iv) the model of the suction cup tool and the object, this paper proposes a combined task and motion planner which can automatically find the motions for a dual-arm robot to use a suction cup tool to pick up objects and pile them up following human instructions.
The combined task and motion planner consists of a suction pose sub-planner and two regrasp and motion subplanners. The suction pose sub-planner finds all the available poses for a suction cup tool to suck on the object, using the models of the tool and the object. The regrasp and motion sub-planner builds and searches the regrasp graph that represents all possible grasp sequences to reorient and move the suction cup tool from an initial pose to a goal pose. The first regrasp and motion sub-planner solves the manipulation of a single suction cup tool. The second regrasp and motion sub-planner solves the manipulation of the toolobject complex. They search the regrasp graphs to find a sequence of grasps and plan the path between adjacent grasps in the sequence using a sample-based motion planning algorithms.
The contribution of this paper is the development of the combined planner that enables a dual-arm robot to use the suction cup tool to perform pick-and-place tasks. All details related to the robot, including the suction poses, the handovers, the motions and the pick-and-place order are determined automatically by the planner considering the geometric and kinematic constraints. The planner is examined and analyzed by both simulation experiments and real-world executions using several realworld tasks. The results showed that the planner is efficient and robust. The planner can successfully plan the feasible and collision-free path to move the objects to the given place by using the suction cup tool within a few seconds.
The paper is organized as follows. Related work is discussed in Section II. An overview of the proposed planner is presented in section III. The implementation details are presented in Section IV. Experiments and analysis are presented in Section V. Conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. Related Work
This work proposes a combined task and motion planner for a dual-arm robot to use a suction cup tool. Thus, we review the related literature in (i) the combined task and motion planning, and (ii) the dual-arm manipulation planning.
A. Combined task and motion planning
The combined task and motion planning plans the task order at the high level and considers the geometric constraints and performs the motion planning for the task at the low level. Previously, many different kinds of combined task and motion planners were proposed, like the a Symbolic Move3D (aSyMov) [5] , the Hierarchical Task Networks for Mobile Robot (HTN-MM) [6] , the Hierarchical Planning in the Now (HPN) [7] [8] . More recently, Bidot et al. [9] structured a geometric backtracking task and motion planner for a humanoid robot to move the cups to the tray, which reconsiders past geometric decisions so as to fulfill the preconditions of the present action. Suárez et al. [10] presented a framework combining the hierarchical task planning, motion planner, and geometric reasoning to plan the motion of a bimanual task using a dual-arm robot. The framework divides the total task into small sub-goals and checks the geometric constraints and collisions at the sub-goal level. Colledanchise et al. [11] developed a blended reactive planning and acting framework using BT (Behavior Trees).
B. Dual-arm manipulation planning
Plenty of studies concentrate on dual-arm manipulation planning. For example, Harada et al. [12] presented regrasp and handover planning of dual-arm robots by considering the multi-modal configuration spaces of the objects. Suárez et al. [13] proposed a planning method for the dual-arm robot by sampling the behaviors of human bi-manual tasks to find a configuration space and search the path in this configuration space. More recently, Moriyama et al. [14] presented the dual-arm assembly planning considering the gravitational constraints. The blended planner proposed by Colledanchise et al. could also plan dual-arm handover motion.
Compared with the above studies, we proposed a combined task and motion planner that considers the case of using a suction cup tool. The proposed planner automatically decides the suction pose on the object, the motion to move the suction cup tool to the suction pose, as well as the motion to move the complex of tool and object to the indicated position. The planner uses two regrasp graphs in the task level for determining the grasp sequence and use the sampling-based algorithm in the motion level to plan the path in the low level. To our best knowledge, this study is the first combined task and motion planner that plans motion for a dual-arm robot to use tools.
III. Overview of the Proposed Planner
This section presents an overview of the proposed planner. The workflow is shown in Fig.2 .
In the beginning, the suction pose sub-planner receives the model of an object and a suction cup tool as the input. It finds all the feasible suction poses on the object for the suction cup tool using the models of the object and the tool. The planned suction poses are used by both the first and second regrasp and motion sub-planners. They check the IKfeasible and collision-free grasp configurations of the suction cup tool for initial and goal object poses simultaneously. If the grasps of the tool exist at both the initial and goal poses of the object, the suction pose will be chosen. Otherwise, the regrasp and motion sub-planners will iterate to another suction pose until a feasible one is found.
The first regrasp and motion sub-planner receives (i) the pose of objects, (ii) the pose of a suction cup tool, and (iii) the suction pose on the object, as the input. The regrasp component of the sub-planner finds a sequence of collisionfree and IK-feasible grasps to reorient and move the tool from the initial pose to the suction pose by building and searching a regrasp graph using the input. The motion component of the sub-planner plans the motion between every two adjacent grasps in the sequence obtained by the regrasp component. The results of the first regrasp and motion subplanner include (i) the grasp pose for the tool and (ii) the motion sequences to move the tool.
The second regrasp and motion sub-planner receives some user-defined goal poses of the object as the input. The fundamental algorithm of the second one is similar to the first one. The regrasp component of the sub-planner builds the regrasp graph according to the initial grasp, the handover grasps, and the grasps of the tool at the goal pose of the object. It searches the regrasp graph and finds a sequence of grasps. The motion component plans the motion between each adjacent grasp pair in the sequence. The output of the second regrasp and motion sub-planner includes (i) the goal pose of the tool, (ii) the final grasp pose of the robot, and (iii) the motion to move the complex of the tool and the object to the instructed pose.
In cases where the motion components in the two regrasp and motion sub-planners cannot find the path between an adjacent grasp pair, the planner backtracks to the regrasp component and searches another sequence of the grasps. In cases where no sequence is found by the regrasp components, the planner backtracks to the suction pose sub-planner, reconsiders another suction pose on the object, and plans again. After moving the object to the goal position, the system will check the remaining objects. If there are remaining objects, the final grasp pose of the tool will be sent to the regrasp component of the first regrasp and motion sub-planner as the initial grasp for combined planning. The object that is closest to the given goal place will be considered first.
The planner is purely geometric. We assume that the suction cup tool can stably suck up the object. We do not consider the problems that the object is too heavy to be picked up or the tool slips or drops during moving.
IV. Details of the Sub-planners
This section presents the details of the suction pose subplanner and the two regrasp and motion sub-planners.
A. Suction pose sub-planner
We use the method proposed in Wan et al. [15] to calculate the precise suction poses on the object. The suction poses are essentially the relative transformation between a suction cup tool and an object according to the models of the tool and the object. The method is able to find the grasp poses for the suction cups and the parallel grippers. The workflow of the method is (i) find the planar facets, (ii) sample the facets, and (iii) find the candidate samples for attaching a suction cup tool. Fig.3 shows the planned suction poses for various objects. By using the model of a suction cup tool and an object, the suction pose sub-planner computes the relative transformation set S trans f rom = {T t 1 , T t 2 , ...T t n } of the tool on the object. The relative transformation is T t = {p t , R t }, where the p t and R t respectively represents the position and orientation of the suction cup tool relative to the object. The pose P tool = {p tool , R tool } of the suction cup tool on the suction pose can be denoted as
where p ob j and R ob j are the position and orientation of the object, respectively. B. The first regrasp and motion sub-planner
The regrasp and motion sub-planner includes two components -a regrasp component and a motion component.
The regrasp component is based on the framework proposed in [16] . The input of the regrasp component is (i) the initial pose of the tool, (ii) the relative suction pose T t , (iii) the goal pose of the object, and (iv) the specific grasp of the tool. The fourth input is optional. It is used in the multiple objects situation so that the final grasp of the tool in the last round could be specified as the initial grasp in the current round. The output of the first regrasp and motion sub-planner is (i) the goal pose of the tool, (ii) the grasp of the tool, and (iii) the motions to move the tool to the suction pose on the object. The regrasp component first loads the grasp poses and handover grasp pairs of the suction cup tool from the database (see details in [16] ). The grasp poses are the possible grasps for the suction cup tool. The handover grasp pairs are the IK-feasible and collision-free grasps of the left arm and right arm of the robot at an optimal handover space in front of the robot, where both arms have the maximum manipulability. These grasps are calculated and stored in the database in advance to reduce the time of building the regrasp graph. The method of calculating these grasps is the same as the way to calculate the suction poses on the object. After loading the grasps from the database, the regrasp component calculates the IK-feasible and collisionfree grasp configurations in the initial pose of the tool and in the suction pose of the object. In the case that is no grasps on the suction pose of the object at the start pose, the regrasp component backtracks to the suction pose sub-planner and tries another suction pose until both first and second regrasp components can find grasp configurations for the tool on the suction poses of the object at the start pose and goal pose.
An example of the regrasp graph is shown in Fig.4 . A regrasp graph is constructed depending on the initial grasps, goal grasps, and some intermediate handover grasps. The node in the left part of the regrasp graph represents all the IK-feasible and collision-free grasps for the tool at the initial position. The nodes in the middle layer encode several possible handover grasps. The nodes in the right layer represent all grasps of the tool for the chosen suction pose on the object. Each node encodes a grasp of the suction cup tool. The nodes are connected by the edge (black line). The regrasp component recursively searches through edges to find a sequence of grasps to reorient and move the single tool from its initial pose to a suction pose on the object. The red line in the upper part of Fig.4 shows one example of the sequence search result between the initial and goal grasp. It means that the single robot arm cannot move the tool from the initial pose to the suction pose. A handover is needed to reorient and use the other hand to move the tool to the suction pose. The green line at the bottom of the demonstration is another example of the sequence search result, which means that one robot arm can move the tool from the initial pose to the suction pose directly. Instead of adding all the grasps of the tool on every suction poses into the regrasp graph, we just add one set of grasps of the tool for one chosen suction pose every time. Because we have a large number of common grasps and handover grasps, adding too many grasps of the tool into the regrasp graph makes the graph complicated and redundant. It is thus advisable to add only a few grasps to decrease the search time. The motion component plans the motion between every adjacent two grasps of the grasp sequence by using the RRTconnect algorithm [17] . RRT-Connect traverses a configura-tion space by generating two random search trees from both the start and the goal. The two trees randomly sample a direction in configuration space and append a node towards the random direction with the shortest distance to the tree. The newly appended point will be the end node of the tree. The path is found when the distance between the end nodes of the two trees is smaller than a threshold. The algorithm does not necessarily find a path. When there is no path found, the edge between these two grasps in the regrasp graph is deleted. The motion component backtracks to the regrasp component and re-searches the regrasp graph to find a new grasp sequence and plan the motion again. If all edges are deleted and no results are planned, the planner will remove the node and the edge of the grasps in the old suction pose and rebuild the edge and the node in a new suction pose. The object is treated as a stationary obstacle in motion planning.
C. The second regrasp and motion sub-planner
The second regrasp and motion sub-planner is very similar to the first one. The input of the second planner is (i) the final grasp in the first regrasp and motion sub-planner, (ii) the goal pose of the object, (iii) the relationship T t between the suction tool cup and the object. The output is (i) the motion to move the tool and object to the given place, At the bottom, the second regrasp and motion sub-planner reuses the first regrasp component's regrasp graph. The initial grasp of the tool is the final grasp of the tool in the first regrasp and motion sub-planner. The goal grasp of the tool can be calculated according to the given goal pose of the object. The node in the left layer encodes the one initial grasp. The nodes in the middle layer encode several possible handover grasps. The nodes in the right layer represent all grasps of the tool for the chosen suction pose on the object. The grasp and motion sequence is determined by searching the regrasp graph and by using the RRT-connect motion planning algorithm.
Note that the second regrasp and motion sub-planner regards tools and objects as a whole during motion planning. We reuse the handover grasps pair in the first regrasp component. However, when calculating these handover grasp pairs, it only considers the collision between the robot hand and the suction cup tool. Detecting the collision between the hand and the object during the handover needs to be further included. Some grasps on the suction cup tool are deleted in the second sub-planner because of the collision between the hand and the object.
V. Experiments and Analysis
The proposed planner is validated using a dual-arm UR3 robot in several scenarios. The experiment environment is shown in Fig.5 . Two UR3 robots equipped with Robotiq F-85 parallel finger grippers are symmetrically installed to a steel body. There is an RGB camera mounted on the right hand of the robot. A Kinect is installed on top of the frame to recognize the objects on the table. 
A. Visual detection
We build a visual system to capture the position of the tool and objects on the table. The AR marker attached to the tool is used for detecting the pose of the tool. A camera mounted on the right hand of the robot is used to find and recognize the marker. The left column of Fig.6 shows the result of detecting the position of the suction cup tool by using an AR marker.
In order to make the proposed combined task and motion planner work for different kinds of objects, we do not prepare the model of the object to be moved. Instead, we use point cloud information to detect both the pose and the model of the object. The Kinect mounted on the top of the frame generates the point cloud information of the objects on the desk. We assume the model of the object to be moved is a cube or a cylinder. When processing the point cloud information, we segment the top facet of the object for suction. The height of the object is inferred by the distance between the desk and the top facet of the object. The model of the object is obtained according to the shape of the top facet and the height of the object. The middle and right columns of Fig.6 show some examples of the recognized objects. Although there are many feasible suction poses on the top facet of the object, the central one is chosen as a priority pose for the planner since it is in most cases the most stable suction pose.
B. Simulation
In the simulation experiments, we use the proposed planner to plan motion to move three different kinds of objects from some random initial poses to some human-instructed goal poses. The objects used in the experiment include The computer configuration used for doing the experiment is Intel Core i9-9900K CPU, 32 GB memory with 1600 MHz and GeForce GTX 1080Ti GPU. The programming language used for developing the system is Python. Table  I is the time consumption in the simulation. The unit is second. In the table, the order of the objects is determined by their Euclidean distances the goal position. The average total time for moving the tissue boxes is about 110 seconds for ten times of simulation. The average total time for moving the Domino blocks is about 116 seconds for ten times of simulation. The average total time of piling two coke cans up is around 73 seconds for ten times of simulation. Although only suction poses on the top facet is considered, the planner successfully finds feasible motion for all the tests, which indicates the generality and robustness of the proposed combined task and motion planner.
In detail, the suction pose sub-planner takes little time and does not occupy the total time of planning. The first regrasp component of the first object takes almost twice as much time as the others, because it needs to add the grasps of both the tool at the initial pose and the suction poses on the object. The other regrasp component uses the final grasp of the tool in the previous planning as the initial grasp and only needs to add the grasps at the final goal pose. The time consumption of regrasp component takes around 50 percent of total time. The time spent by the motion component is very variable. This is because the recognized object pose may have a 180 degrees rotation difference around the vertical direction. Robots may need to do a 180-degree rotation motion, which increases the time of the motion component.
We also compared different designs of the suction cup tool. Fig.8(a) is the design used in Fig.7 . The structure of the tool is long and symmetric. It has a large area for left hand and right hand to do the handover and is easy to adjust the grasp pose by the handover. We compared it with another tool shown in Fig.8(b) . Compared with the first one, the second tool is short and asymmetric. There is a handle for helping handover. However, the space for the grasp is not enough and the effective handover grasp is much less than the symmetric tool. The time of planning increases a lot because of the design. The success rate is also affected by the tool. The Table II embedded in Fig.8 compares the success rate of using the two different tools for moving the three tissue boxes ten times in the simulation. The success rate of using the long and symmetric tool is much higher than using the short and asymmetric tool. It indicates that it is better to design the symmetrical structure tool for the proposed combined task and motion planner, which can increase the number of handover and the success rate. In addition, the tool with more effective grasps can lead to better results as well. C. Real-world executions Fig.9 shows the results of real-world executions. We used the tool with a big suction pad for the Domino blocks and tissue boxes, and used the tool with a small suction cup for Coke cans.
One problem we found in the real-world execution is we did not consider the vacuum pipe. Sometimes the pipe wound around the robot arm, which might change the pose of the object or the suction cup tool and lead to failure. We are developing algorithms to solve this problem in another work [18] and will integrate them into this system at a later stage.
VI. Conclusions and Future Work
The paper proposed a combined task and motion planner for the robot to use a suction cup tool to move objects. The planner enables a robot to use tools to perform tasks that are beyond the generality of a classical robotic gripper. The proposed planner is implemented and validated using a dual-arm robot system. The experimental results show that the planner is efficient and robust. Our future work will be including force control in the planning loop.
